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What is Hydrocephalus?
Hydrocephalus comes from two Greek words
The term Hydrocephalus comes from the two Greek words: 'hydro' which means water,
and 'cephalus' which means head. In years past, it was commonly called 'water on the
brain'. Put simply it is a condition where there is too much cerebrospinal fluid in the
cranium.
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is found within the
brain and the spinal cord. It is a clear,
watery substance that flows through a
channel into the space (subarachnoid
space) around the brain and spinal cord,
where it also functions as a cushion. The CSF
is absorbed back into the bloodstream via
mushroom-like structures over the brain
called and replenished. A small amount of
CSF is produced by the spinal cord. The CSF
contains nutrients and proteins necessary
for the nourishment and function of the
brain and carries waste products away
from tissues in and around the brain.
The fluid is produced within hollow channels
in the brain called ventricles, primarily within
the lateral ventricle. In each ventricle is a specialised structure (which looks like small
flower-like tufts) called the choroid plexus, which is responsible for the majority of CSF
production. This CSF is produced at a constant rate.
The brain maintains a balance between the
amount of cerebrospinal fluid that is
absorbed and the amount that is produced.
Hydrocephalus occurs when there is an
imbalance between the amount of CSF that
is produced and the rate at which it is
absorbed. This can be caused by a blockage
in the pathways through which the fluid
travels or from an overproduction of fluid or a
difficulty in absorbing the fluid that is
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produced. Because the brain is enclosed within the skull, the extra fluid has no escape
which causes it to build up. This then causes the ventricles to enlarge and the pressure
inside the head to increase, resulting in an enlarged head and increased pressure
symptoms.
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